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Depaktment op Public Utilities, January 5, 1921

To the Honorable Senate and House of Revresenattives in General CcGeneral (

assembled.

At the regular session of the Legi
resolve was adopted:

ture of 1920 the following

(

BE DePARTMI BLIC UTILITIES TO INVBSTI

Ib Expediency of a Service Charge by Gas and Electric
it ( MPANIES

I irected tc
necessity or expediency i
s and electric light compa

permitt rvice chars

mg business in

Eor ttI the depart investn

lings, with draft;
xt general courtin', as it Nt

lefore the first Wednesday in Januar '.O.

Pursuant to its provisions the Depar rtment has made the in-
quiry directed. In connection therewith it has held a widely

die hearing and has made such investigations as itnotified pul

■ssary, and respectfully submits the following reportdeemed necessary, £

with a draft of such legislation as it deems ex-f its findir
pedient

Service Cha E

Phe term “service charge” has no definite technical meaning

It is frequently used, however, to distinguish a rate or charge
which is not dependent upon or related to the amount of gas or

icity used by a customer during a given period from a ratering a

or charge for each unit of gas or electricity so used measured bre

t has resulted from the attempt to rec

mze in rates certain factors in the exp
to customers which are not proportional

Commontuealrt) of e©assaciuisetts.
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supplied to each. Two such factors are so distinctive as to be
commonly acknowledged as proper bases for rate structures.
They are often spoken of as “customer” and “demand” costs,
and as often indiscriminately as “stand-by”, “readiness to serve”
or “service” costs, and charges in the rates based upon such
costs have been given like names. The Commission has, there-
fore, assumed that the Legislature in its resolve intended to use
the term “service charge” not in any restrictive or technical
sense but rather as describing all charges or rates made by gas
and electric companies to their customers which are independent
of and not directly affected by the amount of gas or electricity
actually used.

Necessity or Expediency of Service Chargi

Ga.

The cubic foot, as the unit of measure for the sale of gas by-
meter, was defined and established by statute as early as 1861.
It was adopted as the basis for the selling price of gas, and all
gas distributed in the Commonwealth meantime has been
measured and sold, save such as has been supplied to street
lamps and possibly' in other exceptional instances where meters
could not be employed. For convenience the price has been
commonly related to a thousand cubic feet rather than to some
other amount, and a very large proportion of all the gas delivered
to consumers has been sold at the maximum price so fixed.
Where concessions in price have been deemed proper or expedient
this has been accomplished by discounts from the maximum unit
price or block rate schedule

Within recent y'ears, in recognition of the fact that a customer
having a service connection and meter installed but using little or
no gas imposes on the company a definite and ascertainable ex
pense which may not be compensated by the value of the ga
consumed at the established maximum price, minimum monthly
charges have been introduced. But such minimum charges

rarely exceeding 50 cents a month) yield in revenue only their
excess over the value of the gas actuallv consumed, an amount

usually negligible. Their chief importance has been to discour
age those who intenel to make n
coming or remaining customer
company and its other customer;
operating expense.

substantial use of gas from be
and thereby to protect the

from a needless investment ami

The fact that gas companies II but one product lends itself
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readily to the practice of reducing costs in the aggregate and in
detail to average unit costs based upon the total number of cubic
feet sold in any period under consideration. So large a propor
tion of the gas is sold at the maximum price, that the average
price received has been but little less than the maximum price.
and the latter has tended to follow closelv the average cost at the
customer’s burners of making and delivering the gas, including as
part of such cost proper provision for depreciation and for the
use of the capital employed. The result has been that the maxi-
mum selling price has been to
dustries), a uniform price whi
conditions surrounding their re:

all, but the very few (chiefly in
h ignores any differences in the
pective supplies or uses of
the complete unsettlement of allluring the past three ye
els which the essential elercosts and the unprecedented le

as business, namely, coal, oil and wage

ave reached, and the resultant necessary but extraordinary in-
creases in the selling prices for gas have led the man
the companies to study with greater care than ever before the
sources of their revenue. They have found, to their own appar-
ent astonishment, that from twenty, in some instances, to sevent
per cent, in others, of their customers are using on ti

a month. This ha
them to consider what the customer costs, as such, irre

nclusi

maximum price a thousand cul
age cost of the entire output, and even with a minimum monthly
charge, manyr of such customers are not paying their way but arc

ing carried by the other ci

Evidence in support of this
Commission, and its force renumber of cases tried by the (

nized. While it is a question of importance to the companic

affecting a proper development of their business, yet essentially
it concerns the customers and their relative-duties to pay a rea-
sonable, and no more than a reasonable, compensation for the
service rendered to each. If the present practice of a maximum
elling price, virtually uniform to all customers, is not just and

reasonable to all, then the propriety of introducing a service
charge, not based on the amount of gas consumed but designed
to recover those elements of cost which are not proportional to

uch a charge would be in addi-consumption, becomes manifest
insumed, which in turn shouldtion to a price for the cubic feet c

alance of the total costs averbe designed to recover only the
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aged over the output. If it had been legally possible to adopt
such a theory in respect to gas rates, it is safe to say that some
part, at least, of the recent increases in maximum selling prices
might have been avoided, and the needed revenue recovered in a
service charge. In fact, the manager of the municipal gas plant

year 1919 gas delivered to con-
usand cubic feet and was sold

of Holyoke stated that during the
sinners cost the city $1,193 a the
substantially all at a uniform pric(
charge of 50 cents a month a cu
price of gas consumed might 1
thousand.

of $1.20; whereas, if a service
tomer had been collected, the
ave remained at 95 cents aha

The proposition of a service charge in gas rates is 'by no means
novel. It is a theory of rate-making long since adopted and ap-
plied in rates in other parts of the country. In the neighboring
state of New Hampshire a question over a proper minimum
charge for gas gave rise seven or eight years ago to a painstaking
study of the matter by the Public Service Commission, and ex-

led that Commission to introduce
;rvice as distinguished from a min-
rate per thousand cubic feet con-
eon followed by others of the im-

perience and further study has
and require in rates for gas a sc
imum charge, in addition to a
sumed. A similar policy has 1
portant commissions of the uintry, and in some instances
charges in gas rates based not merely on distinctively customer
costs but on the respective “demands” of the customers have
also been introduced. This last factor, however, has been more
commonly employed in the making of electric rates and will be
more particularly described under that head.

Electricity,
The watt as the unit of electric power has a universally recog-

nized meaning and value, and the kilowatt hour is as widely
recognized as the measure for the sale of electric energy by meter,
although not defined and established by statute. Its use, how-
ever, is recognized by statute, and meters employed for measuring
electricity for lighting purposes are required to so register that
the number of kilowatt hours consumed can readily be ascer-
tained by the customer.

In the development of the electric business rates have had a
somewhat different history from gas rates. At the outset there
were no meters and charges were based on the lamps supplied.
This method of charging soon proved unsatisfactory. It was also
well-nigh impossible for either the managers or the public to ob-
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tain reliable information concerning the cost of generating and
distributing electricity. Meters -were rapidly developed and im-
proved, but such is the brevity of the art that the present, reg-
istering watt-hour meters have not been in general use for much
over fifteen years.

The introduction of meters and the consequent change in the
basis of charge took place when the principal use of electricity
was for light. Unit charges for electricity were at first applied to
the lamp hour, then to the ampere hour and subsequently to the
kilowatt hour. They were necessarily high, and their introduc-
tion at once brought into relief the distinctive characteristic of
the business'of supplying electricity, namely: that it must be
manufactured at the very instant it is used and that, therefore, a
company must have a plant of sufficient capacity to take care of
the aggregate requirements of all of its customers the moment of
their greatest demand. A considerable portion of the necessary
investment was, in consequence, idle much of the time. More-

ver, the requirements of the customers varied widely both in
duration of their respective uses
variation greatly accentuated as
loyed for mechanical power as

their several demands and in tl
of their respective demands, a

electricity was increasingly emf
well as light.

When meters came into use it
tire income needed should be d

was a question whether the en-
erived from a uniform rate for
;hou!d come in part from a fixed
character of the customer’s in-

each unit of energy supplied or
charge based upon the size an

m to a regular meter rate. This
variously answered; but, broadly

stallation and its use in additi
question was, and still is beir

speaking, the practice of deriving all the income from a uniform
meter rate never gained currency. Beginning with the unit rate
first offered, rate schedules have been developed largely along
commercial lines with a view to increasing output without a cor-
responding increase in investment. Two factors, however, have
been generally recognized in the charges as proper tests of the
cost of supplying individual customers, namely, the length of
time a given demand is used and the size of the demand of the
individual customer. But whatever consistency of theory may
exist, the application and expression of the theory in the rates
themselves is bewilderingly varied and complex. Some com-me com

panies content themselves with step or block rates, schedules
differing according to the number of units used and the use to
which the electricity is put by the customer. Other companies
give a definite value either by a primary unit rate or by a fixed
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charge to the factor of demand. In other instances there are
called “stand-by” or “ready to serve” charges based in part on

the factor of demand and in part on the distinctively “customer”
costs already described under “Gas.” Minimum monthly
charges are common, and with respect to large customers in-
stallations are usually definitely related to the factor of demand.

ted electric companies in the
i, and by reason of the greater

; have been more readilv ab-

Increased costs have not affe-
ame degree as the gas companie

elasticity of their rate structure
sorbed. The problem presented 1 v this resolve is, therefore, not

aowever, several companies serv-
the use of electricity is exceed-

acute for them. There are, he
ing summer communities where
ingly small as related to the n sary investment. The making

lelv on a metered basis whichof rates for such communities
will adjust fairly the respecti
permanent customers, is excet
more justly by the introducti

e duties of the summer and the
iinglv difficult and could be done

if a service as well as a unit
Large

Existing Lav
Gas and electric compani are free to establish their own

prices or rates subject on isions of sections 162, 16

the Acts of the year 1914 (now
) of chapter 164 of General Laws
;s this Department authority on

■ proceedings, to reduce the price

186 and 189 of chapter 742
sections 93, 94, 115, 118 and

The first section giv

complaint, and after appropriat
of gas or electricity. The seco n the peti

tion of a company, and after ropnate proceedm
as or electricitsuch orders relative to the pr if

it determines are just and reasona
the Department’s authority unde)

The only limitations on
t these two sections are fount
w consolidated in thein the last two sections named, r

tion 119, and reading as follow

No chare
lighting purposes or gas for

nonths, if t
n dollarto the value of nine

:ver makes a charge therefo to t

by a fine not

The part of the section quoted relating to gas was first enacted
in section 6 of chapter 346 of the Acts of the year 1886, and read
as follows;
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After the thirty-first day of Dec her of the cur

ster the quantity
number of cubic

■tai

id no re

Ihe reason for its enactment is not clear, but was probably due
to a practice at that time of certain of the smaller gas companies

eke out their income by mewhat arbitrary and vexatious
ailed on the customer’s premises,
the section relating to electricity

charges for rent of the meter ins
The enactment of that part of
in chapter 623 of the Acts of tl
isms aroused by minimum charg
usually of one dollar a month.

ear 1913 was due to antagon-
mposed by electric companie

While the meaning of these
they have been administered in
charge, whether called “meter

sections is not free from doubt,
the belief that they prohibit any

Nt or minimum”, “service
stand-by”, “ready to serv ‘demand charge”, which in

any twelve months would require a customer who during that
period uses more than seven d(
worth of electricity at the esta
maximum rate or price for the
is an effectual bar to the intn
rates or in sales of electricity f

'liars’ worth of gas or. nine dollars’
Wished rates to pay more than the

The section so interpreted
'duction of service charges in gas
ir lighting purposes.

Recommendation.Conclusion or

The problem of just and rea mable rates which are fair to all
and are not unjustly discriminatory or preferential is not one of
abstract but rather of applied theory. Its solution may not nec-
essarily be the same for every c
at all times. The business of m

mpany or for any one company
king and of distributing gas and
ent stage, and especially in elec-
dition to the variety and useful-

electricity is still in the developn
tricity every year brings some ac
ness of its application. If it be
reasonable rate is a uniform price
foot of gas or kilowatt hour of
regardless of every other conside

assumed that the only just and
or rate for each and every cubic
electricity supplied a customer,
■ation, obviously there is no jus-

tification for a service charge. But this is not the conclusion of
those who have studied and investigated the subject most thor-
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oughly, not in the interest of the companies but rather of thei
customers. While the Department is by no means of the opinio
that service charges should be indiscriminately adopted, yet it i
convinced that such a charge may not only be justified unde
some circumstances but perhaps be the only practicable means c
adjusting fairly the relative payments which customers shoul
make for the services respectively rendered them.

But a more important consideration which has impressed th
inquiry is the inconsistency ofDepartment in the course of it

these particular limitations upon its otherwise unrestricted au
thority over gas and electric rates. The Legislature has the un
loubted right to limit the Der tment’s authority with respect
to rates to any extent which it ■em advisable. Bu
vided responsibility is rarely ir public interest, and so long
the legislative policy is t ate practically the whole field of
rates to the Department, it ha ily seems necessary or expedie:

one particular. Nor is it proto restrict its authori
able, in the light of avail 1 knowl

now were

ment for the first tin tu

Nt tic Iter

plai
at i

it, uj
T

milar charge adopted by a
tiative. A bill embodyingdec its ov

recon
illy submitte

HENRY C. ATTWILL,
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